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The Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) project is striving to develop and provide an
innovative multilayered cloud property data product as a new experimental and ancillary satellite cloud remote
sensing dataset. For studying the satellite remote sensing and understanding the role of clouds on earth’s radiation
energy balance and its decadal change, the CERES multilayer cloud property data product will be included in the
CERES Edition 4 products, and beyond, to provide multilayer cloud information with overlapped retrievals of an
upper and a lower layer cloud properties that generally consist of ice overlaying water cloud situations. In the
Edition 4, the CERES on board the Terra and Aqua platforms takes full advantage of the high-spatial resolution,
multispectral, radiance measurements from the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) to
determine and retrieve the multilayer overlapping cloud properties. In the following generation, the CERES
FM5 on board the NPOESS Preparatory Project (NPP) platform, the multilayer overlapping cloud properties will
be determined and retrieved from recently launched high-definition Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite
(VIIRS) radiance measurements. This talk will present two different frameworks of the CERES multilayer cloud
property products and show results from the preliminary evaluation on their strengths and caveats, which were
assessed by comparing with the active remote sensing measurements from CALIPSO and CloudSat.
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